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Escape into this time-travel romance series by #1 New York Times bestselling fantasy author
Kelley Armstrong… Four years ago, Rosalind Courtenay stumbled from the nineteenth century
to the twenty-first, where she has been trapped ever since, leaving her husband and infant son
behind. Now she’s found her way back. The problem, of course, is how to explain her absence
to her husband. Does he think she abandoned him? Has he remarried? Is he happy in a new
life? Rosalind decides to don a disguise in hopes of answering her questions before showing
up on his doorstep. Instead, a twist of fate has her mistaken for her young son’s new
governess. Rosalind has every intention of revealing herself as soon as August returns home
from business. Until then, she’ll get to know her son, a quiet child who has inexplicably been
abandoned by an endless stream of governesses. That’s when the hauntings begin. Rosalind
has finally come home and something—or someone—doesn’t just want her gone. They want her
dead. * * * * * Note: While this is the second book in the series, it features new main characters
and can be read as a standalone. * * * * * Keywords: time travel; gothic romance; Victorian
romance; second chance at love; cold-case mystery; haunted house; governess; no
cliffhangers
In order to save some money, a struggling zoo resorts to employing the animals as their IT
staff.
From the Fur After Dark adult archives comes a collection of anthropomorphic parody
stories/artwork, seeking to provide humorous erotic thrills and chills. Featuring a colourful casts
of much loved characters. Paperback edition. 115 Pages colour pages 8.5x11.00. Created,
written, and drawn by Eric W. Schwartz.
In the prequel to .hack, Albireo meets Lycoris in The World, an advanced online fantasy game,
and soon realizes that she not only can break rules within The World, but that she holds a
deadly secret.
Mike Mignola, best known as the creator of Hellboy, started out his comics art career drawing
the adventures of the World's Greatest Super-Heroes, applying his moody artwork to tales of
Superman, Batman, Swamp Thing and more. Now, this new collection assembles these stories
written by John Byrne, Roger Stern, Neil Gaiman, Paul Kupperberg, and others for the first
time. Collects: SUPERMAN: THE WORLD OF KRYPTON #1-4, ACTION COMICS ANNUAL
#2, SUPERMAN #18 and 23, BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #54, BATMAN:
GOTHAM KNIGHTS #36, SWAMP THING ANNUAL #5, PHANTOM STRANGER #1-4 and
much more.
A sketch edition of some of comics superstar David Finch's greatest Batman stories
fromBatman: The Dark Knight, DC Comics: The New 52 and more! This fantastic unwrapped
collection features tales of the Dark Knight written and pencilled by David Finch.
Encompassing David's work fromBatman: The Dark Knight to the re-launch in the New 52, this
volume features the stunning artwork and compelling stories about the supernatural and the
esoteric areas of Gotham City. Collects Batman: The Dark Knight #1-3, Batman: The Return
#1 and Batman: The Dark Knight(Vol 2) #1-7 and 9 in black and white format.
The most comprehensive compilation of the works of Abelard and Heloise ever presented in a
single volume in English, The Letters and Other Writings features an accurate and stylistically
faithful new translation of both The Calamities of Peter Abelard and the remarkable letters it
sparked between the ill-fated twelfth-century philosopher and his brilliant former student and
lover—an exchange whose intellectual passion, formal virtuosity, and psychological drama
distinguish it as one of the most extraordinary correspondences in European history. Thanks to
this edition, Latin-less readers will be better placed than ever to see why this undisputed
milestone in the intellectual life of medieval France is also a masterpiece of Western literature.
In addition to the The Calamities and the letters--the first complete English translation of all
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seven in more than eighty years--this volume includes an Introduction, a map, and a
chronology, Abelard's Confession of Faith, letters between Heloise and Peter the Venerable,
the Introduction to The Questions of Heloise, and selected songs and poems by Abelard,
among them a previously untranslated shaped poem, Open Wide Your Eyes. Extracts of lost
letters sometimes ascribed to Abelard and Heloise are given in appendixes.
A visual exploration of the nude male form ranging from the sensual to the erotic. Warning:
Book contains full male nudity of an artistic and erotic nature. All models appearing in this book
are over the age of 18.
Tales from Fur After DarkUnited Publications & Distribution

The stories in this collection explore the complex worlds of lovers, poets, lawyers,
immigrants, students, and murderers. They tell of corporate betrayals and lost
opportunities, and of the obsessions, hopes, fears, and vagaries of desire.
What if three young girls begged you to take their virginity? If your new live-in maid
turned out to be a nymphomaniac? If your cute young cousin grew up but still wanted to
"play"? If your stacked sister ignored you at school, but paid you way too much
attention at home? Select any one of the ten stories in this volume and enjoy the
superb artwork of one of Japan's best-selling erotic manga artists. Traditional right-toleft manga format, with a full-color prologue.
Griffin and Natalia are still surviving one veil at a time, living life not knowing when
another one might make an appearance, or where it may take them. Mountains, desert,
summer or winter—there’s no way to prepare, they just take what’s thrown at them.
Through it all their love continues to grow, and it’s more than just because of
circumstance. They’ve grown to rely on each other. Depend on one another. But they
shouldn’t get too comfortable… They soon learn that with the storms, they’re not only
traveling to different locations, but different times as well. How far into the future or past
will they go? When will it end? No one knows. All that matters is they have to survive,
no matter what. Together. Do they find strength in numbers, gain new allies, or are they
safer with just the two of them? New enemies, old friends, and new revelations of their
situation… They’ve developed a theory, and if it’s correct, they could finally end back
up where they started, but that could mean losing each other for good, which they vow
never to do.

God is real. Everything we say about God is made up. Holy Rascals is a rousing
call to anyone ready to go beyond “isms” and ideologies, and live in the world as
a liberating force of justice, compassion, and joy. “Holy rascals are spiritual
culture jammers who use humor, play, creativity, and critical thinking to reveal the
human origins of religions—and how religions mask their true origins behind the
conceit of divine origins,” writes Rabbi Rami. Here, he illuminates: • The making
of a holy rascal and the great task of “freeing religion from the parochial and for
the perennial” • The art of “hacking the holy,” or pulling back the curtain on
religion’s fear-based mechanisms of control • The provocative tools and one-ofa-kind practices of the holy rascal, with guidance for creating your very own
“rascally” ways “Holy rascality is about rekindling spiritual creativity and critical
thinking,” explains Rabbi Rami. “It is about freeing the human capacity for
religiosity—the capacity for making meaning—from the confines of brand-name
religion. Holy rascals are playful and lighthearted. While our task is serious—the
liberation of humanity from the madness of unhealthy and harmful religions and
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religious beliefs—our attitude is not.” Holy Rascals brings you Rabbi Rami’s oneof-a-kind inspiration, humor, and practical insight to help you on your mission.
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